NGUYEN HOA BINH
Serial Technology Entrepreneur
Founder, Chairman, Chief Entrepreneur
NextTech Group of Technopreneurs
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nguyen-hoa-binh02599815/
Nguyen Hoa Binh (M.S.) was among the first generation
of technology startup in Vietnam since 2001 when he was
a student. He is now holding master degree of Urban
Informatics from Osaka City University and more than 30
prestigious technology awards during academic life. Over the last decade, Mr. Binh has
been pioneering into multiple emerging technology trends including e-Commerce and
FinTech. Besides NextTech group, he is a well-known serial technology entrepreneur
in Vietnam as the founder of PeaceSoft-group, Vietnam’s pioneer in e-Commerce and
e-Payment. Some of NextTech’s portfolios are joining venture or in partnership with
world-famous corporate or investors including IDG, eBay (USA), SoftBank, SBI
(Japan), FMO (Netherland), Actis (UK), Vina Capital (Vietnam) etc.
NextTech (nexttech.asia) is the pioneering digital services group emerged from
Vietnam since 2001, doing a wide range of businesses including: Online
Marketplace (chodientu.vn), Cross Border Trade (ebay.vn, chipo.vn, weshop.asia),
Online Payment (nganluong.vn), Mobile Wallet (vimo.vn), Mobile PoS (mpos.global),
Online Lending (vaymuon.vn), Warehouse & Fulfillment (boxme.asia), Last Mile
Delivery (shipchung.vn),
STEAM
Education (teky.edu.vn),
Digital
KYC
(verime.mobi), Ride Sharing (fastgo.mobi) etc. with some of its portfolios are the
largest in Vietnam or pioneer in South East Asia.
NextTech ecosystem is now employing 1,200+ staffs in 7 countries under 3 main
verticals: Digitalized Commerce, Financial Technology and Digitalized Logistics;
with FY2018 total processing volume of $1.5 billion in estimation. NextTech has field
operation in 15 world-wide offices including Hanoi head quarter and other major cities
in Vietnam, Bangkok (Thailand), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Yangon (Myanmar),
Jakarta (Indonesia), Manila (the Philippines), San Jose (California-USA) and
Guangzhou (China) to expand its successful businesses oversea.
In November 2017, NextTech group was proudly entitled among ten most influencers
of Internet in Vietnam over 10 years [click here ]. NextTech's corporate profile can be

downloaded [ here ], a brief summary of our journey to become the so-called “Alibaba
of Vietnam” can be found [ here ], and a Forbes feature of its founder can be
read [ here ].

